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ABSTRACT 
We introduce some generalized concepts of displacement structure for structured 
matrices obtained as products and inverses of Toeplitz, Hankel, and Vandermonde 
matrices. The Toeplitz case has already been studied at some length, and the corre- 
sponding matrices have been called near-Toeplitz or Toeplitz-like or Toeplitz-derived. 
We focus on Hankel- and Vandermonde-like matrices and in particular show how the 
appropriately defined displacement structure yields fast triangular and orthogonal 
factorization algorithms for such matrices. The main contribution of this paper is 
presenting a unified framework rather than obtaining the fastest algorithm for each 
special matrix. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many signal-processing problems require solving large systems of linear 
equations, either directly or via (weighted) least squares. The basic solution 
tools are triangular factorization and QR factorization. These factorizations 
require 0( n3) or 0( mn”) flops (floating-point operations) for an m X n matrix, 
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which can often be excessively many. Therefore, attention focuses on struc- 
tured matrices, with an eye both to computational reductions and to imple- 
mentability in special purpose (parallel) hardware. Structured matrices arise in 
various problems in coding theory, interpolation, control, signal processing, 
and system theory. 
Very common examples of structured matrices in the above areas are 
Toeplitz, Hankel, and Vandermonde matrices: 
[to t-1 -** t-,+1 1 
T = ( ti.J = “1 r” I: : * * - 1-n+2 ERmxn > (1) t,_, t,_, : I - * * t-n+m 
H= (hi-+,-z) = nxn ER > (2) 
ER”X”, 
K = diag(k,, k,, . . . , k,), ki + 0, c = [l,l,. . .,llT. (3) 
These matrices have certain shift-invariant properties: The (infinite) Toeplitz 
matrices are diagonally shift-invariant, Hankel matrices are “reverse diago- 
nally” shift-invariant, and Vandermonde matrices are vertically shift-invariant 
apart from K. 
However, it is easy to see that, for example, Toeplitz structure is not 
invariant under various frequently occurring operations such as multiplication, 
inversion, and triangular and orthogonal factorization. What is often invariant 
is a suitably defined notion called the displacement rank. For example, let 
VA = A - Z,AZ;IT, AERnX”, (4) 
where Z, is the n x n lower shift matrix with ones on the first subdiagonal 
and zeros everywhere else, and define the displacement rank of A by rank(VA). 
Then it can be shown that a Toeplitz matrix T and its inverse T-l have the 
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same displacement rank: 
rank(VT) = rank(VT-‘) = 2. 
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(54 
Moreover if T is Hermitian, then 
inertia( VT) = inertia( VT-l). w 
Displacement structure as just defined has by now been studied in some 
detail (see [I3] f or a recent survey, and also [14, IS]), with many results for 
closely related definitions in [9] and [ll] among others. 
In this paper, we shall briefly study an extended form of (4), 
v+/, Fb) A = A - FfAFbT, (6) 
and especially another definition 
A(~,, FbjA = FfA - AFbT, (7) 
where the matrices {Ff, Fbj can be fairly general subject to certain restric- 
tions described in Section 2. 
For reasons that will soon appear, we shall call the matrices VCFr,Fb)A and 
A(,f, Fh,A the Toeplitz displacement and the Hankel displacement of A with 
respect to the displacement operators { Ff, Fb). The rank of V’(rf Fb A will be 
called the Toeplitz displacement rank of A (with respect to {F , Fb}) and *) 
denoted as CX(~I,+-~)A. The rank of A(,r, FbJA will be called the Hankel 
displacement rank of A and denoted as pCF/, Fb, A. 
We shall say, roughly, that a matrix is “structured” (e.g., “close-to-Toep- 
litz” or “close-to-Hankel”) if it has a displacement rank (with respect to some 
{ Ff, Fb}) independent of its size. The interesting fact, which enables fast 
algorithms for triangular and orthogonal matrix factorization and matrix inver- 
sion, is that such structure is inherited under inversion, multiplication, and 
Schur complementation. This paper will demonstrate this fact for various 
types of structured matrices. 
First, in Section 2, we establish the claims just made about inversion, etc. 
Based on these results, we present a general factorization algorithm in Section 
3, which will be further specialized in later sections. Thus in Section 4 we 
shall show how to compute the triangular factorization of Vandermonde 
matrices. Triangular factorizations of close-to-Hankel matrices will be pre- 
sented in Section 5, and QR factorizations of Vandermonde matrices in 
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Section 6. References to prior work on each of these applications can be found 
in the corresponding sections. This paper complements our recent work on 
Toeplitz and close-to-Toeplitz matrices (see e.g. [S]). 
2. SOME GENERAL PROPERTIES OF DISPLACEMENT OPERATORS 
In this section, we shall examine useful choices for the displacement 
operators { Ff, F’} in the general definitions (6)-(7); and derive some results 
on Schur complements that will allow us to easily study the displacement 
structure of matrix products and inverses. 
One of the criteria for choosing displacement operators is to make the 
corresonding displacement ranks of A as small as possible, because, as will be 
seen presently, the displacement rank determines the complexity of various 
operations on A. The special structures in the matrice (l)-(3), and the results 
(5), naturally suggest the shift matrix 2, as an important candidate. In fact, for 
a Toeplitz matrix T E Rmx”, a Hankel matrix HE Rnx”, and a Vandermonde 
matrix V = V(c, K) E RnX”, we can readily see that 
Vczm,$ = T - Z,TZ,T = 
0 
*(z,,z )H = Z,H - HZ,'= n 
A(z,, .-1)V = Z,V - VK-’ = has rank 1 
has rank 2, (84 
. . . -h n-l 
0 
has rank 2, 
(6b) 
(64 
But how about non-Toeplitz, non-Hankel, or non-Vandermonde matrices, 
but ones that are known to be the inverses of some Toeplitz, Hankel, or 
Vandermonde matrices, respectively? The following lemma indicates that 
these matrices also have displacement structure, a fact first noted in [lb] for 
Toeplitz matrices. 
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LEMMA 2.1 (Displacement rank of inverses). For any nonsingular matrix 
A. 
Proof. We have 
CX(,J,~I,)A = rank[( A - FfAFbT) A-‘] = rank[ I - FfAFbTA-I], 
‘y( Fhr, F/=) A -i = rank[ (A-’ - FbTA-‘Ff) A] = rank[ I - FbTA-'FfA] . 
But the nonzero eigenvalues of (FfA)( FbTA- ‘) and ( FbTA- ‘) FfA) are identi- 
cal. Therefore, ocFf, Fhj A = cxCFb7, Fq A-‘. Next, note that 
ficFf, Fhj A = rank[ ( FfA - AFbT) A-‘] = rank[ (Ff - AFbTA-‘)I , 
&~h’, FfT) A -’ = rank[ A(FbTA-’ - A-~F~)] = rank[ AFbTA-’ - Ff], 
and therefore, pcF/, Fh, A = PCFu, Fq A- ‘. n 
In particular, we see immediately from Lemma 2.1 and (8) that 
rank[ T- ’ - ZZT-IZ,] =rank[ T - z,TzT] = 2, 
rank[ zTK1 - H-‘z,] =rank[ Z,H - HZ:] = 2, 
rank[ K-‘V-’ - V-‘z,]rank[ Z,V - VK-‘] = 1. 
Similar results can be obtained for matrix products. However, it will be 
useful to first consider the displacement properties of the so-called matrix 
Schur complements. The formation of Schur complements is the heart of 
triangularization procedures for matrices. Moreover, we shall see that working 
with Schur complements of appropriately defined block matrices leads imme- 
diately to results on the displacement structure of matrix products (and 
inverses). The following lemma generalizes a result first given in [21]. 
LEMMA 2.2 (Displacement rank of Schur complements). Let SE 
R(m-i)x(n-i) be the Schur complement of A E Rixi in ME Rmx”, i.e., let 
MS [t i], Sr [z ~]ER-“~, ?=D-CA-‘B, Anonsingular. 
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IfFf.Rmxn and FbeRnX” are block lower triangular matrices, i.e., 
then 
“(Ff, FhjS = a(F& F;js q a(F/, Fh+ 
B(F~, ~~1s = P(F~, F:js Q fl(FI, FhjM. 





(Y(Ff,Fb)M = a(Fhr,Ffr)M-l a a(F$T,F&T)S-l = “(Fi,Fj)s = a(Ff,Fh)s, (12a) 
fi(Ff, F~)M = t+, F+M-’ 2 P&T, ~Jr)i-’ = &FL, F,“,s = b(Ff, F+, (1%) 
The first and third equalities in each of (12a) and (12b) follow from Lemma 
2.1. The second inequalities follow from the block lower triangularity of Ff 
and Fb, and from the fact that a submatrix has smaller rank than the matrix. n 
REMARK 2.1. Without the triangularity assumption on Ff and Fb, the 
Schur complements may have larger displacement rank than the matrix itself. 
See Remark 2.5 below. 
Applications 
Judicious use of Schur complements will allow us to easily derive the 
displacement properties of matrix inverses and matrix products. For example, 
we could alternatively have obtained the results in (9) as follows. Consider the 
(extended) matrices 
MsT 1 
1 [ 1 1 0’ 
M, = 
(134 
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and define the displacement operators 
w 
Then by using Lemma 2.2 one can check that 
U(Z,T, Z.‘) T-1 = (IL (F,, F,)% = 2, (134 
p,z:. z$f -’ = P~F~.F~~Mz = 27 (134 
Pp. Z.‘) v-l = &J, F$, M3 = 1 s (134 
Lemma 2.2 is also useful in determining the displacement ranks of prod- 
ucts of matrices. For example, let 
M,=[;, ;], F- [“a ;I. 
Then -TrT is the Schur complement of I in M,, and therefore, 
o(F, F)% = 4 = “(z,, ,“)TTT. (144 
Similarly, let 
Then, we can see that HTH has low Hankel displacement with respect to 
{Zz,Z,‘] (instead of {Z,, Z,)) because 
P (F,Fj”2 = 4 = PCz:.z;)HTH. P4b) 
Finally, for the product of Vandermonde matrices, consider the matrix 
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Then we can see that VVT has rank-2 Hankel displacement 
P (F, Fj"3 = 2 = P&, ,“,VVT. PC) 
This is not surprising, because VVT is, in fact, a Hankel matrix. 
REMARK 2.2. A referee pointed out that the matrix VTV is a Loewner 
matrix and that PCK, Km I,V TV i 2. 
REMARK 2.3. Referring to the result in (14b), we may note that not HTH, 
but rather HTiH, where I” is the reverse identity (ones on the antidiagonal) 
matrix, has low Hankel displacement rank with respect to the usual Hankel 
displacement operators {Z,, Z,}. To see this consider the following matrix M, 
and displacement operator: 
(15) 
Then 
P (F,Fj”2 = 4 = @(Z,,,Z,,HTiH. 
REMARK 2.4. By considering 3 x 3 or higher-order block matrices, one 
can determine the displacement rank of other composite matrices. For in- 
stance, the matrix i( H4 - H, H; ‘H,) - ‘I”, where Hi is a Hankel matrix, has 
Hankel displacement rank 4 with respect to { F, F}, where 
[ 
Z” 0 
F= 0 Z, 
0 0 
REMARK 2.5. One might have noticed 
a low Toeplitz displacement rank, viz., that 




that the Hankel matrix H also has 
cqz ,r)H = 2. n, n 
The only difficulty in using this displacement in the context of the fast 
algorithm in Section 3 is that the displacement operator Z,’ is not a block 
lower triangular matrix. Therefore, the Schur complements of H can have 
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larger displacement ranks than that of H. With a slight modification of Lemma 
2.2, one can show that all Schur complements of a Hankel matrix with respect 
to this displacement operator have rank 3. 
REhlARK 2.6. A displacement of a matrix A can characterize the matrix 
A if we can solve the equations (6) and (7) for A uniquely [the equations (6) 
and (7) are necessarily consistent in our context]. It is well known that the 
(consistent) equation (6) uniquely determines the solution A, regardless of 
what the displacement operators { Ff, Fb} are. However, the (consistent) 
equation (7) has nonunique solutions (see, e.g., [12, IS]) if (and only il) there 
exists a pair of eigenvalues hi( Ff) and Aj( Fb) such that 
Ai( Ff) - Xj( Fb) = 0. (16) 
This condition holds for most of the displacement operators for close-to-Hankel 
matrices that we are interested in, which is unfortunate because we are 
concerned how to find L and U such that A = LU (in a fast way), given only 
the displacement of A. We shall circumvent this nonuniqueness problem by 
imposing an additional constraint (see Section 3). 
3. FAST PARTIAL TRIANGULAR FACTORIZATION USING HANKEL 
GENERATORS 
In the rest of this paper, we shall only consider Hankel displacement 
structure. Corresponding results on Toeplitz displacement can be found in [6]. 
Also it is important to mention at this point that we consider only strongly 
nonsingular matrices for triangular factorization, and full-column-rank matrices 
for QR factorization. 
General Schur Reduction 
We note (see, e.g., [lo]; also [6, 18-19, 24-251) that the standard triangu- 
lar factorization procedure can be regarded as arising from the recursive 
computation of the Schur complements { Si) of the leading principal submatri- 
ces of a given matrix. Let A, = S, = A E Rnx”, and define li E Rnxl, ui E Rnxl, 
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di # 0, and the i th reduced matrix Ai recursively by 
di[ UT ] + Ai, 
I 
. (17a) 
Given Ai_r, we can determine the quantities in (17a) as 
li = Ai_,ei, u1 = AT_r,e,, -- 
di = rlfl i = lu;li ’ (17b) 
where ei is the unit vector with one at the ith position and zeros elsewhere, 
and [vii denotes the ith element of the vector v. The computation of the 
reduced matrix A, from A,_r will be called (one step) Schur reduction [lo, 
181. Using r Schur-reduction steps, we can obtain the (r-step) pa&a2 triangu- 
lar factorization, 
A = k l,d,ur + A, 
i=l 
5 LDUT + A,. (18) 
The “trapezoid” matrices L, U and the diagonal matrix D will be called 
(r-step) partial triangular factors of A. Notice that r Schur-reduction steps 
take O(m’) flops. 
Schur Reduction Using Hankel Displacements 
The displacement rank of a matrix A can be much smaller than the rank of 
A itself. Also, if the chosen displacement operators { Ff, Fb} for a given matrix 
AERnXn satisfy the condition in Lemma 2.2 for all 1 6 i < r, viz., that 
the r x r leading principal submatrices of Ff and Fb are lower triangular, 
Pa) 
or pictorially, 
F= [J%] (9 
then the displacement ranks of the reduced matrices ( Ai : 0 < i < r) do-not 
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increase: 
Note that A(,f, Fh) Ai is determined by only O(@n) parameters, whereas the 
matrix Ai itself needs O(n2) p arameters. Therefore, we can hope that the 
Schur reduction procedure in (17) can be done more efficiently with O(r@n) 
flops [instead of O(&) flops] ‘f I we successively compute A(Ff, Fb)Ai rather 
than Ai. This is indeed the case, as we shall see shortly. For the rest of this 
paper, we shall restrict ourselves to displacement operators that have the form 
(19), ecause (20) is a nice property to have. 
Recalling the definition of displacement, 
A(F~, Fb) Ai- 1 = FfAi_l - Ai_lFbT, Ff, Fb of the form (19), 
we can check that 
[A (Ff, Fb)Ai-1 ei = ] (FfAi-1 - A,-lFhT)ei = (Ff- [ F~]~,~I)I~, (2la) 
[A (Fr,Fb)Ai-,]rei = (- FbAT_, + AT_,FfT)ei = - ( Fb - [Ff]i,il)ui, 
Pb) 
where [Fli, j denotes the (i, j)th element of F. Therefore, Ii and ui can be 
obtained by 
li = (Ff- [ Fb]i,il)*[A(F,,Fb)Ai_-l]ej, 
(2%) 
where the superscript # denotes an appropriate generalized inverse. After 
determining Ii, ui, and di, we can obtain the displacement of the reduced 
matrix Ai as 
ACFf, Fb)Ai = FfA, - A,FbT Pa) 
= FfA,_, - Ai_lFbT - Fflidiur + l,diu;PFbT Pb) 
= ACFf, FbjAi_l - Fflidiu; + lidiuTFbT. (234 
If Ff- [Fb]i,il and Fb - [Ff]i,iI are singular, then there are many 1,‘s 
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and ui’s that would satisfy (21). Let us consider separately the nonsingular and 
singular cases. 
A. Nonsingular Cases. If Ff - [Fb]i,il and Fh - [Ff],,iI are nonsingu- 
lar, i.e., if [Fbli, i and [Ff]i,i are not eigenvalues of Ff and F”, respectively, 
then li, ui, and di and therefore A, will be determined uniquely by taking the 
ordinary inverse in (22). 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let Ff = 2, and Fb = K-‘. These displacement operators 
are useful for the Vandermonde matrix V = V(c, K) E Rnx” because they give 
the smallest displacement rank. Note that Z,, - [K- ‘Ii, i I and K- ’ - [ Z,Ji, i I 
= K- ’ are nonsingular for 1 < i < n. 
B. Singular Cases. If Ff - [Fbli, jI and/or Fb - [Ffli, iI are singular, 
then the Schur reduction using (22) and (23) IS ambiguous. (Note that we are 
not completely free in choosing Ff and Fb, because the structure of a given 
matrix dictates appropriate Ff and F” that give the smallest displacement 
rank.) We shall overcome this difficulty by using the following two ap- 
proaches. The key observation behind these approaches is the fact that only 
the projection of Ii and ui lying in kernel( Ff - [ F”li, iI) and kernel( F” - 
[ Ff],, i I) are not uniquely determined. 
If we have additional information about such ambiguous components of li 
and ui, then we can determine Ii and ui correctly. We shall use this approach 
for the triangularization of the inverse of Vandermonde matrices in Section 4. 
The other approach is to extend the matrix A E Rnx” to a larger one, say 
AE R” -‘, such that A is a leading principal submatrix of x Let E E RmX” 
and UER”~~ be n-step partial triangular factors of x Displacement opera- 
tors Ff and Fb for Aare chosen such that the following is true: 
E I kernel(Ff- [Fh]i,iI) and or _L kernel( Fb - [ Ff’fl i,i~), (24) 
where A I B denotes ATB = 0. Now, we can perform n-step partial triangu- 
larization of Ausing (22) and (23) unambiguously, because we can compute li 
(the ith column of z) and iii (the ith column of UT) by taking the Moore- 
Penrose inverse (pseudoinverse) in (22). After finding the n-step partial 
triangular factors of AE Rmx”, we can obtain the triangular factors L and U of 
A simply by deleting the m - n rows of L and 0. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let HE RnX” be a Hankel matrix in (2). For Hankel 
matrices, the (desirable) displacement operators are { Z,, Z,} . Note that (Z, - 
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[Z,h, i I) = 2, is singular. However, if we define 
ER(“+‘)X(“+‘) > (254 
then 4z”+d,+,) 1 H is still small (in fact, 4), and the partial triangular factors of 
H, and the displacement operators { Zn+r, Z,,+r} satisfy (24). 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let H ER”~” be a Hankel matrix in (2). Define 
Fig = H UR 
[ 1 vR o E pX2n (25b) 
wher U, is the “reverse upper triangular” Hankel matrix (with zero elements 
in the lower right corner) such that ga is Hankel. As an example, for a 3 x 3 
Hankel matrix, U, has the form 
Now the partial triangular factors of 17, and the displacement operators 
(Zsn, Z,, jsatisfy (24). 
Generators of Matrices 
For a given matrix 
x = [x1,x2,. . 
A eRmxn, any matrix pair {X, Y } such that 
A(F~,FbIA = XYT, 
.,x0] ERR-, Y = [yr,y,, . . . ,ys] ER”~~O 
is called a (Hankel) generator of A with respect to { Ff, Fb}. The number @ is 
called the length of the generator (with respect to { Ff, Fb}). A generator with 
respect to { Ff, Fb} with its length equal to the displacement rank is called a 
minimal generator (with respect to { Ff, Fb}). 
EXAMPLE 3.2 (Continued: Generator of Gr). The matrix i?r in (25a) has 
212 
the displacement 




*(z”+J”+,)Hl = ; I h n-2 k-1 4 0 
and therefore has a generator {X,, Yl), where 
I 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 -h, h, 
x1=;; ; ; 
0 0 -h2n-2 h,_, 
0 1 0 L, IT Y, = 
-h-z 
hzn-2 
-h, h, 0 0 
EXAMPLE 3.3 (Continued: Generator of 17,). The matrix H, in (25b) has 
the displacement 
*(z,,,z*,)~2 = 
and therefore has a generator {X2, Y2}, where 
0 
1 0 T *-* 0 -4, 
h, ..a h2n_2 
1 
’ 0 
Fast Schur Reduction Using Hankel Generators 
Now, let 
A.(F~,FbjAi_-l = X(i-‘)Y(i-‘)T. 
. . . -h T zn-2 
. . . 1 0 . 
Pb) 
Notice that the matrix products involving ACFf, Fhj Ai_l in (22) can be done 
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more efficiently as 
[A (~iFb)A~_~]re~ = [ Y(‘-‘)[ X(‘-‘)rei]], (274 
where matrix-vector products are performed in the sequence as shown with 
the square brackets. Furthermore, a generator of Ai can be obtained as 
XC’) = [xc’-‘), - Fflidi,ljdi]) y(i) = [ y(‘-‘),u,, FLU,], (27b) 
because of (23~). Although the generator given in (27b) is not minimal, it is 
possible to delete the two redundant columns in Xc’) and Yci) in (27b) in an 
efficient way [17]. 
However, the above Schur reduction procedure is still not efficient, be- 
cause of the matrix inversions required in (22), and the matrix-vector multipli- 
cations Ffl, and Fbui in (27b). Nevertheless, for structure matrices A (e.g., 
Hankel, block-Hankel, Hankel-block, Vandermonde, etc.), displacement oper- 
ators, Ff and Fb are extremely simple, so that such operations are trivial. 
4. FAST TRIANGULAR FACTORIZATION OF VANDERMONDE 
MATRICES 
The problem of finding the coefficients of the nth degree interpolating 
polynomial can be formulated as a problem of solving an (n + 1) x (11 + 1) 
Vandermonde matrix equation. Bjorck and Pereyra first noted [2] that the 
divided-difference scheme [which needs 0( n’) flops] for finding Newton’s form 
of the interpolating polynomials, in fact, solves the Vandermonde matrix 
equations. They also presented an algorithm that needs O(n’) flops for the 
factorization V- ’ = UL, where U and L are represented as products of 
bidiagonal matrices. In this section, we shall present two new fast algorithms 
for computing the factorizations V = LU and V-l = UL. We remark that 
Gohberg, Kailath, and Koltracht [9] also used the displacement property of 
Vandermonde and related matrices to obtain yet another fast factorization 
algorithm. 
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Consider the Vandermonde matrix 
V = V(c, K) = eRnX”, 
where 
K = diag(k,,k,,. . .,kn), cT= [l,l,. . .,I], kj # 0. (28b) 
Note that 
Acz,, .-,)V = JC(“)~(‘)~, x(O) s et ER”~‘, y(O) s -K-‘c ER”“‘. (29) 
Therefore, V has a generator {x (‘1, y(O)) of length 1. Now the Schur reduction 
steps specialized for Vandermonde matrices can be summarized in the follow- 
ing theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let A(z,,KmIjVi_l = ~&-r)y(~-~)~. Then 
Ii = -ki[y(i-lqi( 1 - k,ZJ’X(‘-I’, 
ui = _.~~(i-l)~(i-l)T~~ = -~[~(“-l)] jy(i-l), Pb) 
and A (z “2 K-~,Vi = x(i)y(“)T, where 
.(i) = 
[yCi-l)] 
i+l xci-‘) - di[ui]i+lZ”l, + (di[Ui]i+llki+l)li , (31aJ 
[x’i’l i+l 
y(i) = [x(i-l)] i+ly li-‘) - di[li]pi + di[li] j+,K-‘ui. 
proof. (30) follows immediately from (22). From (27b), we have 
X(‘)YW = x(i-r)y(‘-‘ir - Z,lidiur + lidiu~K-r. (32) 
The matrix X(“)Y cijT, which is the displacement of the ith reduced matrix, has 
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the null rows and columns from 1 to i. Because it is a rank-one matrix, a 
minimal generator of X(‘)Y (Gr can be obtained simply by taking the (i + 1)st 
row and the (i + 1)st column with appropriate normalization: 
The generator {x(~),Y(~)~ in (31) f 11 o ows from (33), after inserting (32) for 
X(i)y(i)r. n 
Now we shall summarize the algorithm. 
ALGORITHM 4.1 (Fast triangular factorization of a Vandermonde matrix). 
Input: A generator (x(O), y(O)} in (29) of V = Va; 
Output: Triangular factorization, V = LU; 
for i := 1 to n do begin 
Compute lj, ui, di using (30); /* O(n) flops (see Remark 4.1 below) */ 
Obtain a generator of Vi using (31); /* O(n) flops */ 
end 
L := [l,,l,, . . . ,I,]; UT := [ul,up,. . . ,u,J; D := diag(d,, d,, . . . , d,); 
return({ L, U, D}); 
REMARK 4.1. The matrix-vector multiplication p = (I - kiZ,)-‘xc”-‘1 in 
(30a) needs only O(n) flops, because it is essentially the back-substitution 
procedure solving the bidiagonal system (I - k,Z,)p = x(~-‘). 
REMARK 4.2. The above algorithm can be applied to any matrix V of the 
form (28a) with an arbitrary lower triangular matrix K and any vector c [rather 
than the c in (28b)]. However, for such cases the algorithm may take more 
than O(n2) flops. 
Triangularization of the lnoerse of Vandermonde Matrices 
Consider the matrix 
Mz v I 
[ 1 I 0’ 
VE R"-, 
and its partial triangularization 
where Us and L: are necessarily upper triangular because M is banded. We 
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can see that 
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v-’ = VZDL,, (364 
because 
V = L,DQ, 1 = VzDV,, I = L,DL,. (36b) 
Therefore, we can obtain the factorization V-r = Us DL, by the n-step partial 
triangularization of the matrix M using the fast Schur reduction. To do so, we 
first need to find a generator of M with respect to appropriate displacement 
operators. Our choices of displacement operators are 
where C, is the circular shi.-down matrix, i.e., 
“X” ER . 
(3’4 
w 
Note that AtFf,qM = x y (‘1 (‘jr, where 
xw = el eRenxl, y(o) = [ -cTKel, - ez]T~R2”Y1, e,ERnX1. (38) 
Note that Ff and Fb in (37a) have the form in (19). Also (Fb - [Ffji, jI) is 
nonsingular for 1 f i < n, and therefore, ui can be obtained by taking the 
ordinary inverse in (22). However, Ff - [ Fb], jl is singular for 1 $ i f n, and 
kernel(Ff- [Fbli,*I) = span[zj], zeRnX1, eiERnX1, 1 Q i < n, 
(39) 
where z is the null vector, i.e., [zh = 0 for all i. Therefore, if we take the 
pseudoinverse in (22) for Ii, then only the element [liln+r is not determined. 
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However, note that fli]n+i can be determined by other means. Namely, 
1 
because U, = (DU,)-’ from (36b). The detailed algorithm can be found in [5]. 
REMARK 4.3. A referee gave another fast factorization algorithm for 
Vandermonde matrices, as follows: Let us define the two recursions, 
li+I( ‘) = (x - ki+l)li( x)’ I,( q = 1, 
ui+l = Kui - ki+lui, ug = [I, l;*-, llT, 
and let 
Then we shall have 
A proof for L follows easily using the results in [2], and a proof for U-’ can be 
obtained by considering the difference of the two identities 
where 2, is the shift matrix. This factorization algorithm is faster than ours, 
but, of course, is not as general. 
5. FAST TRIANGULAR FACTORIZATION OF CLOSE-TO-HANKEL 
MATRICES 
In this section, we shah only consider strictZy lower triangular displace- 
ment operators Ff and Fb, i.e., those with zeros on the main diagonal. It will 
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be seen that the use of such displacement operators greatly simplifies finding 
minimal generators of Schur complements. Such displacement operators can 
be used for Hankel, Hankel-block, and block-Hankel matrices. 
Berlekamp [l, 201 (see also [3, 81) was perhaps the first to describe a fast 
0( n2) algorithm (which needs inner-product computations) for solving Hankel 
matrix equations; the closely related Berlekamp-Massey algorithm is an algo- 
rithm of Phillips [22]. Rissanen [23] extended the results of Phillips to block- 
Hankel matrices; the Berlekamp-Massey algorithm involves certain inner-prod- 
uct computations, which is a bottleneck for parallel evaluation. Recently, 
following earlier work of Kung [15] and Citron [8], Lev-Ari and Kailath [19] 
presented another fast algorithm that does not need inner-product computa- 
tion. The results in this section can be regarded as an extension of the results 
of Lev-Ari and Kailath [lS] to Hankel-block and block-Hankel matrices. 
Furthermore, we shall give a fast algorithm for computing the triangular 
factorization of the inverse of Hankel matrices. 
Let ( X, Y } be a Hankel generator of a matrix with respect to strictly lower 
triangular displacement operators { Ff, Fb) that also satisfy the condition (24). 
[Otherwise, we assume that the matrix has been extended appropriately so 
that (24) holds.] We say that a Hankel generator is proper if, for a certain i, all 
the elements in the ith row of X and above, except for the element [ X Ii, r, are 
zero, and all elements in the ith row of Y and above, except the element 








. . . 




0 . . * . . . 2 : 
Y= [Y,>...7YJ = : 
i 1 . *. . . (40) ; . . . ; ;: 
Before we show how to convert a nonproper generator to a proper one, we 
shall summarize the one-step Schur reduction with the following theorem. 
Often we shall denote a proper generator as { X,, Yp} for clarity. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A(F/,Fj,jAi_l = X6’-‘)Y$‘-‘)r, where 
q-1) = [xy-l),xp,. . ,xr;-l)]. ydi-1) = [y~-l),y~-l), . _ . , yf-‘)] . 
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Then 
Ii = [$qp)+p, ui = - [p]p)+p, 
(41) 
and AcFf FhjA. = . * X(i)Y(“)T , where 
xl’) E [ (xY-‘) - di[~y-l)]ili), x$-l), . . . , xg-l)], 





proof. (41) is immediate from (22). Using (41), we have 
Ffl,d, = [yd’-‘)j;dpS”-‘), Fbui = - [xy-l)] iy[i-l). 
Therefore, from (27b), 
XC’) = [ x(“-11, - [y~-I)Jidix~-‘),lidi], 
y(i) = [ y(i-l),ui, _ [xy-l)]iyji-l)] (43) 
Now, (42) follows from (43). n 
We can obtain the triangular factorization of close-to-Hankel matrices by 
applying Theorem 5.1 repeatedly as described below: 
ALGORITHM 5.1 (r-Step partial triangular factorization of close-to-Hankel 
matrices). 
Input: A generator { X(O), Y(O)} of A = A, E Rnxn; 
Output: Partial triangular factors L E Rnx and UE R”“; 
for i := 1 to r do begin 
Construct a proper generator of A,_l; /* See below. */ 
Compute Ii, ui, di using (41); 
Obtain a generator of Ai by (42); 
end 
L := fl,,l,, . . . ,l,]; UT := [u1,u2,. . . ,u,]; D := diag(dl, d,, . . . , d,); 
return (L, U, D); 
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EXAMPLE 5.1 (Hankel matrices). One can use Algorithm 5.1 to find the 
n-step partial triangularization of the extended matrices in (25) with any of the 
two generators in (26); both generators will need the same amount of compu- 
tation. Triangular factors of Hankel matrices are obtained from the partial 
triangular factors of the extended matrices. Also note that Z+= ZT. 
EXAMPLE 5.2 (Block-Hankel matrices). The block-Hankel matrix 
I ’ ERnbxnb Bi E Rbxb, (44) 
has a low-rank displacement with respect to the block shift displacement 
operator Z$. However, this displacement operator and the block-Hankel 
matrix (44) do not satisfy (24). We first add a block of null rows and a block of 
null columns to (44) to get the extended matrix HE R(“+‘)bx(“+l)b. Note that 
2 also has low displacement rank with respect to { Zh+rjb. Z&+r)b}. One can 
easily find a generator of XI with respect to these displacement operators. 
Now, we can find triangular factors of H from the &step partial triangular 
factors obtained by using Algorithm 5.1. 
EXAMPLE 5.3 (Hankel-block matrices). Consider the following Hankel- 
block matrix B and its extended matrix B: 
The matrix g has displacement rank 6 with respect to { Zsn+r, Za,+r}. We 
can obtain triangular factors of R from the 2n-step partial triangular factors 
obtained by using Algorithm 5.1. 
EXAMPLE 5.4 (Inverse of Hankel matrices). Let HER”~” be a Hankel 
matrix. Define the matrices 
E R2nx2n M= M 0 
[ 1 -0To &%+1)x(2n+1) ’ (45) 
where r” is the reverse identity (ones on the antidiagonal) matrix. The matrix 
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M is a Hankel-block matrix of the form of B in Example 5.3, and the matrix M 
has displacement rank 4 with respect to (Za”+i, Za,,+i}. We use the Algo- 
rithm 5.1 to get an n-step partial triangular factorization of M, 
D[U, G 0] +[g ;]. 
Note that 
H-l = U,DL,, u, = ic, L, = Gi, 
where Us and Li are upper triangular, because 
H = L,DU,, i= COW,, i= L,DG. 
EXAMPLE 5.5 (Inverse of Hankel matrices). Instead of using the extended 
matrix a in (45), one can use the following extended matrix: 
where flA is as defined in (25b), and Ian is the 2n x 2n identity matrix. The 
matrix M in (46) has displacement rank 2 with respect to {F, F} where 
F = Z,, @ ZzTfi+l. 
- 
Also one can check that ACF,F,M = XY T, where 
[ 
1 0 *** 0 or 
x= 0 h, *** /ran-a 1 ’ I 
(47) 
Note that n-step partial triangular factors of a and the displacement operator 
F satisfy (24). Therefore, we can use Algorithm 5.1 to get an n-step partial 
triangular factorization of a, and obtain triangular factors of H-‘. 
Construction of Proper Generators 
The basic tool for constructing a proper (Hankel) generator is the use of 
elimination matrices Ei,j(q), defined as the identity except for the element 
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[ Ei, j(q)]i,j = 7. Notice that &f(q) is also the same as the identity, except that 
[E,yi(q)]i, j = -v. Let {X, Y} be a nonproper generator of A. Without loss of 
generality we shall assume that [ Xh, i # 0. If not, we can always interchange 
(implicitly) columns of X and rows of Y r to obtain such a generator of A. We 
can annihilate all elements in the ith row of X except the element [Xii, 1 by 
postmultiplying with the n - 1 elimination matrices piooting with the element 
1Xh.1: 
where Q = -[XIi,kl[XIi,l. 
Again assuming that [Y Ii, p # 0, we can similarly annihilate all elements in 
the ith row of Y except the element [Y Ii, B by post-multiplying with the n - 1 
elimination matrices: 
where yk = - [Y Ii, k /[Y Ii, 8. Note that the last annihilation E,, B does not 
destroy the zero at [ Xh, 8. This procedure will require 2n elimination matri- 
ces, and therefore 2@n flops. 
If a matrix A is symmetric, then the matrix AcF PI A = XY r is skew 
symmetric, and therefore has the same number of positive and negative 
eigenvalues. Hence the symmetric displacement has the form 
AIF, F, A = XPX T, 
where & is the 6 x 6 reverse identity matrix [check the generators (26a) and 
(26b)]. We call the generator {X, XPT} skew symmetric. With a skew-sym- 
metric generator {X, XPT) note that we only need to apply 
to obtain a proper generator. Also, we only need to compute li in (41) and Xc”) 
in (42a), and Algorithm 5.1 will give the Cholesky factorization A = LDLT. 
REMARK 5.1. Algorithm 5.1 for finding the Cholesky factorization of the 
symmetric Hankel matrix in (2) by using the generator (26b) (choosing 
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alternative pivoting elements) is identical to the Euclidean algorithm for 
finding 
GCD( p( x), q( x)), p(x) = hc~‘“-~ + a*. +h2n_3~ + h2n-2r 
q(x) = P-1. 
We encourage readers to check this equivalence by using the 3 x 3 Hankel 
matrix (see Chapter 1 of [5]) 
5 3 2 
H=3 2 1. 
I 1 2 1 4 
REMARK 5.2. Algorithm 5.1 reduces to the algorithm of Sugiyama et al. 
[26] if we use the generator (47) to find the triangular factorization of the 
inverse of a Hankel matrix. Also, the 0( n log2 n) algorithm of Brent et a2. [4] 
(see also [7]) for solving a Toeplitz system of equations is closely related to the 
divide-and-conquer version of the algorithm by Sugiyama et al. after permut- 
ing the rows of a Toeplitz matrix to make it Hankel. Furthermore, the 
Berlekamp-Massey algorithm can be regarded as the “Levinson version” of the 
above procedure, so that one can work with only the bottom part of the 
algorithm applied to (47). 
6. FAST QR FACTORIZATION OF VANDERMONDE MATRICES 
We shall show that Algorithm 5.1 can be used for QR factorization of the 
transpose of the Vandermonde matrix, 
VT = [c, Kc,. . . , r’c], K=diag(k,,k2 ,..., k,). 
First, notice that the matrix VVT = H is a Hankel matrix, 
CTKC ‘.TK~C 
VVT=H=(~~+~_~)= cTr2c cTy3c '.' 
/* . 
. . . 
Let us define 
cTKnc CTKn+lC . . . 
ER(2n+1)x(2fl+1) 
> (48) 
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where gi is as (25a) and vr’ = [V, K “cl. Note that 
where 
1 0 *** 0 0 0 0 
0 0 **. 
-h;“_, 
1 0 0 
x= 0 -h . . . n 0 0 0 
0 h,, .*. h,_, h,_, k;’ kil 
P= [l 1 -l -‘I. 
(494 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
Pb) 
It is easy to check that the displacement operators {F,, F,} and the n-step 
partial triangular factors of 2r satisfy (24). Therefore, we can use Algorithm 
5.1 for the n-step partial triangularization of 
M,= : [R 0 QT] +[g y]. 
[ 1 Q 
(50) 
Comparing (48) and (50), it is easy to see that 
WT = RTR, VT = QR, QTQ = 1. 
REMARK 6.1. Instead of using the matrix ~@r in (48) one may use the 
extended matrix - - 
Ir;r = HZ vz I I ER3nx3n v;o ' 
where Fi, is as in (25b), and 
v,‘= [v,w], w = K”V. 
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For the matrix as, one can check that 
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where 
10.. . . 
0 ho 0.. h2n_2 k;l ..a 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have introduced some generalized notions of displacement structure 
and developed some of their properties. The displacement structures associ- 
ated with Toeplitz and close-to-Toeplitz matrices have been the most studied 
so far, with some new results in [6]. In this paper we have focused on Hankel 
and close-to-Hankel matrices, and presented a general algorithm for triangular 
factorization of such matrices and their inverses. This general algorithm was 
also extended to obtain the triangular factorizations of Vandermonde and 
close-to-Vandermonde matrices and their inverses, and the QR factorizations 
of Vandermonde matrices and close-to-Vandermonde matrices. (The QR fac- 
torization of Hankel matrices can be obtained via the QR factorization 
algorithm for Toeplitz matrices [S].) Relationships with all earlier algorithms 
for these problems have also been noted. 
The authors are grateful to an anonymous referee for stimulating comments, 
including Remarks 2.2 and 4.3. 
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